Endurance Specific 8 Week Whistler X Tri Training Plan
Introduction:
Thank you for grabbing our Endurance Specific Whistler Xtri Triathlon Training plan.
To get the most out of this training plan. Act with intention and focus on the task at hand. By
keeping focused on the task, in the moment means we get better performances. As soon as our
minds drift off task, we slow down, it gets harder and we don’t achieve what it was that we set
out to achieve.
FOCUS.
To succeed and have a great day out, consistency is key. It’s never about big workouts that take
you a day or more to recover from or worse create illness or niggles, it’s about the steady day in
day out drip drip drip of training. Follow the plan and the plan works.
The more consistent you are long term the better an athlete you become. Period.
Below we go over some important parts of the plan from our intuitive intensity guidelines that
when followed correctly allows you to get the most out of your training and back up day after
day. We also cover recovery, training when tired, missed workouts and more.
Thanks again and we cannot wait to see you on race day!

Kristian Manietta
Head Coach | Co- Race Director

If you have any support issues. Email me personally and directly at
kristian@endurancespeciﬁc.com
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INTUITIVE INTENSITY GUIDELINES
The training intensity levels described below are structured by how you feel on any given day.
This teaches you to use intuition and understand your body and its signals. Our inner
technology is extremely sophisticated and accurate, we just have to tune back into it.
The key to managing your efforts in the day to day is being cognizant of all the stressors you are
facing. Right now with the uncertainty we are facing, it’s best to err on the side of less additional
stress that breaks us down and keeping the keys in the ignition, focusing on staying healthy and
being robust. This will then allow us to leverage the pathways we have further developed when
our races come back.
The training levels below are designed to be simple to understand and implement.
● Easy
● Moderate
● Mod-Hard
● Hard | Fast

EASY
(<60% | Z1 | HR AeT-20% to AeT-10%)
Purpose: Aerobic Conditioning / Fat utilization
Easy is comfortable. Easy is conversational. Easy is “go all day pace”
It is no stress- no pushing. Just turning the legs over. You can talk in long sentences with no
problem and you can breathe through your nose only.
Many athletes underestimate this level and typically start at a pace that may feel easy but could
not in all honesty be sustained for a long period of time. ie. Could you hold this starting pace for
hours and hours?
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Easy is indispensable for long- term speed development, not to mention our overall health,
ability to be consistent and not burn out.
Easy training enhances capillary development and aerobic enzyme activity. Which gives us the
leverage to go faster for longer. Easy builds the house.
Easy not only provides developing aerobic capacity correctly, it ensures we have the ability later
on in the session to push and this is where the real training effect occurs!
Easy training means just that… EASY!
“Easy is not a constant pace each day. Easy is an effort level that can vary based on stress.
And, sometimes, keeping it easy physically and mentally requires a run to be very, very slow.
Slow runs now can lead to speed breakthroughs later.” - David Roche
The key is not to bullshit yourself with what easy actually is. There is no straining with easy.

MODERATE
(60-70% | Z2 | HR AeT-10% to AeT)
Purpose: Aerobic Capacity, Economy / Maximum fat utilization
This is still a comfortable pace. Breathing has increased from easy, but you are totally in control.
You’ll feel an opening of your breath.
You can still talk to your training buddies, but with pauses between sentences.
The goal of any endurance athlete is to maximize his or her aerobic capacity. This is the limit of
the aerobic metabolism to produce ATP. All enhanced through training at Easy (Z1) and
Moderate (Z2).
Athletes with high aerobic capacity can maintain relatively high speeds over long
distances with low metabolic cost.
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This takes discipline and longer term view commitment but is well worth it.

MOD-HARD
(70+-85% | Z3 | HR AeT to Lactate Threshold)
Purpose: Aerobic capacity, anaerobic capacity, lactate shuttle, economy / Glycolytic/anaerobic
begins to dominate
This is a comfortably/uncomfortable pace or Fun-hard. Your breathing rate increases and is
noticeable and focus is needed to maintain this pace. However, you do have another gear.
Well trained athletes can utilize this pace in racing. Focus becomes critically important to keep
form and pace maximised. It's a pace you can hold but you couldn’t push much harder without
having to back off again. Those athletes that have big aerobic capacities can handle efforts at
this intensity and recover again.
This is a grey zone. It’s where athletes who don’t have well developed aerobic systems will see
quick gains by training here, but without a big aerobic base will lead to aerobic deficiency
syndrome (ADS) and limit performance, while impacting health.

HARD | FAST
(85+-95%| Z4 | Heart Rate: Lactate Threshold to maxHR)
Purpose: Maximal aerobic power, strength/speed endurance, economy /aerobic and anaerobic
capacities maxed out
These are hard, uncomfortable, max sustainable efforts. Your breathing would be loud and
strained. The key is that it’s HARD/FAST but IN CONTROL.
Lactate threshold is roughly a pace you can hold for about an hour. Your body starts to
accumulate more lactate than it can clear from the bloodstream.
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Learning your pacing takes time to truly develop but you must put the work in from day one.
With the amount of gadgetry and computer feedback available to you, ultimately you need to be
able to answer to your body's demands truthfully. Every session, continually ask yourself: “Is this
effort true?”. This continual systems check, rehearsed each session, will enable you to race to
your true ability and finish strong. Be honest with your efforts and everything will fall into place.
The major problem with wanting to peg a pace or wattage to an effort level is that you’ll end up
mostly training harder than you should and every now and then, training slightly easier than you
should. Fatigue changes daily due to many factors and those physiological, psychological and
environmental factors will impact the numbers you see. When you aim to maintain those pegged
numbers that you think you should be hitting you’ll end up over doing it. Instead, use your data
to cross reference but ask yourself honestly what the effort feels like. DO the intended efforts of
the sessions and everything WILL fall into place for you and you’ll find success.

TEST DRIVING THE BODY
Consistency forms the backbone of improvement. However there are many things that can
curtail our consistency and one of the major ones is how we interpret the level of fatigue we’re
carrying at any time.
At Endurance Specific our plans balance the training load over five different aspects of fitness.
We recognise training each system has differing effects on the body and that means we can
train hard in a couple of systems without increasing the overall load on the body.
Yes both systems will be fatigued but the effect is not cumulative on the body.
What we want to convey through the simple guidelines below is how you can reliably and
objectively tell if the fatigue you’re holding is just unmetabolized waste products that have not
been flushed from the previous sessions or a deep fatigue where you need a day off.
The caveat to the below is where you are sick which you should read about in our article “Do not
train through sickness“ below.
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How to Test Drive the Body (to test fatigue levels):
● Head out the door and “test drive” your body by doing 20-30 minutes of a very easy
warm up.
● If you feel better, which is typically the case, go ahead and do the planned session – you
still have the choice to back it off a little. Remember it's about doing the best you can on
the day. This is what matters.
● If you do not feel better but you also don’t seem to feel any worse, the best thing to do
here is modify the planned session so we still maintain the all important consistency. So
how do you modify it?
○ If an endurance session is planned, cut the duration by 50% and towards the end
you can see if you feel ok to continue or keep it to half the volume.
○ If it's a race pace tolerance (lactate tolerance) session i.e. an aerobically intense
session then you need to reduce both the duration (volume) of the session and
the length of each interval should be very short (10-20 seconds) with full recovery
in between. The benefit is that we still apply a slight stimulus to keep these
systems firing but don’t wreck ourselves by doing so.
● If after your 20-30 minute easy warm up test drive you feel worse then this is a clear
warning that you should pack it in and take the day off for full recovery. Your body may
be fighting off an illness or the body just needs extra recovery. If it’s just recovery needed
enjoy your day off – no guilt. However if your body is fighting illness then be smart and
take a day or two off before easing back in. A day or two now is better than a week or
two.
This simple strategy of ‘test driving’ your body will quickly teach you how to interpret the body’s
signals. Many times you’ll feel this trick fatigue and throw the towel, only to lose consistency and
the possibility of a great session. I can tell you from experience there have been many times I
have fought the inner demons, got out there and after warming up went and posted some of my
best ever sessions. Huge confidence builders.
Oh and then there are those fantastic days where you will feel great. Those are the days to give
it a nudge in training just ensure you're not feeling completely fresh because it's off the back of a
few days off!
When you have the right type of fatigue on the system we can go for it on those great feeling
days without delivering a hammer blow to our body. An example here would be that you’re
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feeling really good. Your paces might even be significantly quicker than normal. GO with that
and don’t be afraid to push it a little.
There’s huge opportunities here.

Don’t Train through Sickness
This should really be common sense but unfortunately it's not and athletes make some huge
judgment errors which not only affects the consistency of their training but more importantly
pushing it while sick or soon after can damage your long term health.
Many times I have had an athlete who should have known better, get sick and rightly take a few
days off and then wrongly start right back at full volume and intensity on a depressed immune
system because they are worried about losing a long session. This is basically health suicide.
Here are some hard and fast rules when it comes to illness:
● If you’re sick or on the verge of becoming sick, immediately take a day off. Then see
how you feel the following day and make the decision to train or not using the test drive
the body approach.
● When coming back to training, it is essential that you ease the body into the training. I’m
talking 2-3 days that would look like this:
● Day 1: Short (30min maximum) light session of either cycling or swimming with some
short light efforts (10-20 seconds).
● Day 2: If you have not regressed, do an easy short (30min) run and then another easy
short (30min) session of swim or bike. One of these sessions should have a few (3)
short efforts of 15-30 seconds with full recovery between to lightly stimulate the systems
and get them back on track. If you do the efforts on the bike, choose your biggest gear,
in the swim use paddles. If you regress, take another day off and start again!
● Day 3: If you are still improving, pick back up your training where you are in the plan.
However, reduce the volume by a quarter and reduce the intensity of the efforts. Do not
play the make up game as you’ll put yourself backwards.
● If you have been tracking your morning resting heart rate then you can effectively use
that as a guide when to resume training. When it is elevated 5-10bpm higher than usual
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then take the day off. Also if you have started easing back in and the light sessions
cause a higher heart rate than normal it simply means you have not recovered enough.
Your long term health is just not worth pushing it when you’re sick. I understand you may be
highly driven to get back into training but doing so too quickly will see both your performance
and health suffer. Play it smart and don’t gamble with your health.
Also when you are sick, focus on what you CAN do, which is to prioritize the things that will get
you back healthy quickly. Rest, sleep, great nutrition, hydration and some extra VitD3, VitC and
Zinc.

REST DAYS
We don’t typically prescribe a set in stone rest day simply because we know LIFE HAPPENS
and life circumstances, unplanned events do play a big part and will dictate rest days.
If you find that you are overly tired please see our notes above. It’s ok to take an easy day or a
day off totally guilt free. The way the plan is designed is not around rest days but around smart
training. If you follow the intensity guidelines you’ll find your body can and will back up day after
day.

MISSED WORKOUTS
We don’t make up for missed workouts. They are missed, we simply move onto the next training
session or day. When you try to squeeze in missed sessions you end up overloading your body
and its ability to recover and the next day will be too much. All you need to do is move on and
focus on the next session.

RECOVERY METHODS
Outside of great hydration, fueling as much as possible with real food and getting adequate
daily sleep (7-8 hours per night), there are a number of supplemental recovery methods we use.
There is the Daily Reset (which you can download here) or watch the video (here), then there's
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the Trigger Point Rolling method to look after your muscles (which you can download here) and
finally some stretching and yoga resources we like to use (here).

EQUIPMENT
We aim to keep it simple here but there are a few pieces of equipment that will help your
training.
Swim: Pull Buoy - Many think the pull buoy is a cheat toy. For triathletes we believe it’s an
invaluable tool. Why? Because using a pull buoy will help you keep a better body position (lifting
your legs) and thus allow you to focus on better strokes. More quality strokes equal better
swimming.
Swim: Paddles - When used in conjunction with your pull buoy the paddles help you develop
strength into your swim stroke. They also help cap your heart rate thus less energy cost and
more distance swum. Now that makes you enjoy swimming more. And swim consistency is the
thing that will help you improve your bike and run in triathlons. We have a saying that swim
training is run training. Because if you come out of the swim taxed, no matter how good your
bike or run is, you’ll not come close to your potential due to the fatigue you generated in the
swim. Our swim training avoids this.
The paddle size we recommend is XS or only slightly larger than the palm of your hand.
Paddles this size will allow you to utilize your full stroke and at a normal cadence “stroke rate”.
Too large a paddle and your stroke dramatically slows and will make you suffer in open water
swimming.
Bike Trainer: The bike trainer is such an invaluable tool. It’s not only time efficient but it's one of
the best strength development tools out there. We can do some great big gear, high resistance
work that will make you a more powerful rider. We have one session in the plan that works best
when utilizing a trainer like a smart trainer. However if you don’t have one, no sweat. We can do
that specific workout on a hill.
It’s also safe when doing hard efforts. However it’s not a total replacement for riding outdoors,
especially for mountain biking. You need to ride trails to develop your bike skills.
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Starting 12-Jul-2021

Training Week

EnduranceSpecific Whistler X TRI 8 Week Plan
first workout (preferably am)
BIKE + RUN BRICK (STRENGTH)

second/third workout (preferably noon/pm)
OFF

Bike: Preferable on bike trainer but can be done on as a
hill workout. For the main set we stay seated and do low
cadence (40-50rpm) strength work for the 1min efforts.

MONDAY

This session works your cycling- specific power/strength
without stressing your aerobic system too hard – so it’s
important that you make each effort count! These will help
you with those short high power efforts on the MTB. IF you
cannot get enough resistance on your trainer you can very
gently feather your break to add resistance.

Warm Up 15-20min easy
Main Set is 15x POWER Intervals as;
[1min at 40-50 cadence HARD RESISTANCE / with
1min VERY EASY recovery at the same low cadence]
10min EASY
RUN OFF THE BIKE - 20mins Easy

Week 1
Week 2
Week 3
Week 4

12-Jul-2021
19-Jul-2021

30min easy + 10x Power Intervals + 10min easy
30min easy + 10x Power Intervals + 10min easy

26-Jul-2021

Full Session

2-Aug-2021

Full Session
SWIM
warm up: 4x100m easy (15sec rest after each)

TUESDAY

2x the following set
16x25m as 1 Fast 1 Easy (can use pull buoy)
200m ALLOUT Best Effort (no pull buoy)
200m Easy (with pull buoy)
(5 sec rest after each 25, 30sec rest between 200s)
• Take 4 min total rest betwen each set (no swimming)
• Repeat the above as indicated

Notes
BIKE: Make each effort ALL OUT against VERY HIGH
resistance! The cadence should be low (40-50 rpm per leg
per minute) because you can’t push any harder because
the resistance is so high! We are aiming for rubbery legs.

You can also do this interval set on a steep hill, seated on
your bike.

RUN
SWIM: This swim set will teach you to push hard while
40-50min easy run
holding good form for the hard efforts. The rest is long
- if trail running is an option do that. Keep it all easy though. enough and intentionally devised to ensure you recover
fully from each effort. Make sure you swim the easy efforts
VERY easy, the hard efforts ALL OUT (not "almost“ all
out!). Intervals are short to enable you to swim without your
technique breaking down during the easy efforts, so that
you can work all out on the hard efforts.
Track your 200m times over the next weeks. This set is a
staple of your program and tracking the effort ensures you
keep pushing for new best times each week.

4x 100m easy cool down
RUN: An aerobic run. That means easy!

Week 1
Week 2
Week 3
Week 4

13-Jul-2021

Complete w/u + 1x Main Set + easy c/d

30-40min easy run

20-Jul-2021

Full Session

40min easy run

27-Jul-2021

Full Session

40-50min easy run

3-Aug-2021

Complete w/u + 1x Main Set + easy c/d

40 easy run

BIKE
Can be done on road, easier non technical trails or
indoor trainer:

OFF

WEDNESDAY

15-20min easy w/u
Main Set 3min HARD / 3Min easy (see below)
20min easy c/d

BIKE: The week’s only high- intensity session on the bike.
When it says ride Hard– make it count!!! This is your only
opportunity all week to push a hard effort. You can ride this
on a stationary or on the road/trail. You want a section of
road/ non tech trail that you can push continuosly for the full
effort.
Even if on road or gravel path I recommend doing this on
your mountain bike.

Week 1
Week 2
Week 3
Week 4

14-Jul-2021

Main Set 4x [3min Hard / 3min easy]

21-Jul-2021

Main Set 6x 3min Hard / 3min Easy]

28-Jul-2021

Main Set 6-8x 3min Hard / 3min Easy]

4-Aug-2021

Main Set 4x [3min Hard / 3min easy]

THURSDAY

SWIM
50x50m, swum as:
• First 5 easy w/u
• Last 5 easy c/d
• The rest ALL SAME SPLIT (meaning: Start
easy and hold the same pace for each)
• Maximum SUSTAINABLE pace
• NEVER burning lungs
• Aiming for DEAD ARMS
• Using small paddles+pb
• 10sec rest afte reach

RUN
On a flat course
45-60min easy with fast strides indicated below. We do
these towards the end of the session.
Strides - are 15-to-30-second bursts of speed up to the
fastest pace you can go while staying totally smooth and
comfortable (it’s not a sprint). We focus on getting a high
stride rate into the 90+ streps per foot per 30sec.

SWIM: This steady aerobic set simulates a long swim effort,
but gives you a little time to recover your stroke between
each 50m effort. Same aerobic benefit as a straight swim!
Make sure you do not “hammer” this set and follow
instruction – you want tired arms and not tired lungs! Don't
aim to destroy yourself aerobically on these!! The point is to
swim steady, not to set best times -- but to hold the best
time that is sustainable for ALL of these, for the entire set!!!
So the LAST 50m should be the same pace as the FIRST!!!
RUN: The primary benefit is improving running economy, or
reducing the amount of energy it takes to run fast. By doing
strides, your brain and muscles get better at operating
smoothly and comfortably at all paces—not just stride pace.
Aside from neuromuscular benefits, there are secondary
benefits for cardiac stroke output (increasing the amount of
blood your heart pumps with each beat), muscle strength
(improving power output) and the aerobic system
(improving oxygen-processing power).

Week 1
Week 2
Week 3
Week 4

15-Jul-2021

30x50m, all easy

6x 20sec Fast Strides with 1min easy between each

22-Jul-2021

40x50m

8x 20sec Fast Strides with 1min easy between each

29-Jul-2021

Full Session

10x 20sec Fast Strides with 1min easy between each

5-Aug-2021

Full Session

8x 20sec Fast Strides with 1min easy between each
OFF

16-Jul-2021

SWIM
Pyramid Set - final 50m of each HARD
2x the following:
50m (5sec rest)
100 (10sec)
200 (15sec)
300 (20sec)
400 (25sec)
300 (20sec)
200 (15sec)
100 (10sec)
50 (5sec)
• With paddles/pull
• Keep non-fast portion EASY, and fast–FAST
1x set

23-Jul-2021

Full Session

30-Jul-2021

Full Session

6-Aug-2021

1x set

FRIDAY

Week 1
Week 2
Week 3
Week 4

SWIM: We apply a stronger emphasis on swim training
than other approaches. Because fatigue that you carry out
of the water compounds during the day, we aim to get you
exiting the water less fatigued, so that you carry less fatigue
onto the bike and from there onto the run. Keep up the
consistency and be diligent about your swim training!

MTB ENDURANCE SESSION

REST

BIKE: An easy long aerobic bike at a conversational pace.
Can be on flat, undualting, hilly trails. Just keep a lid on it. If
you need to push hard to get up a climb. No problems, just
go as easy as you can. We keep these easy becasue long
and hard sessions take more time to recover from and can
affect our ability to give it all we can on the weekday efforts.
These are time in the saddle.

SWIM (Optional Recovery Swim)
8x 200 easy with pull buoy + paddles
As above

RUN: Easy run at conversational pace

18-Jul-2021

LONG RUN
(see below)
60-75min easy

25-Jul-2021

75-90min easy

As above

1-Aug-2021

90-105min easy

As above

8-Aug-2021

75min easy

As above

SATURDAY

Week 1
Week 2
Week 3
Week 4

17-Jul-2021

90-120min easy

24-Jul-2021

2 hours easy

31-Jul-2021

2-3 hours easy

7-Aug-2021

90-120min easy

SUNDAY
Week 1
Week 2
Week 3
Week 4

2-3 hours easy aerobic.
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Training Week

first workout (preferably am)
BIKE + RUN BRICK (STRENGTH)

second/third workout (preferably noon/pm)
OFF

Bike: Preferable on bike trainer but can be done on as a
hill workout. For the main set we stay seated and do low
cadence (40-50rpm) strength work for the 1min efforts.

MONDAY

This session works your cycling- specific power/strength
without stressing your aerobic system too hard – so it’s
important that you make each effort count! These will help
you with those short high power efforts on the MTB. IF you
cannot get enough resistance on your trainer you can very
gently feather your break to add resistance.

Warm Up 15-20min easy
Main Set is 15x POWER Intervals as;
[1min at 40-50 cadence HARD RESISTANCE / with
1min VERY EASY recovery at the same low cadence]
10min EASY
RUN OFF THE BIKE - 20mins Easy

Week 5
Week 6
Week 7

16-Aug-2021
23-Aug-2021

Full Session
Full Session

30-Aug-2021

20x 1min Hard / 1 min easy
SWIM
warm up: 4x100m easy (15sec rest after each)

TUESDAY

2x the following set
16x25m as 1 Fast 1 Easy (can use pull buoy)
200m ALLOUT Best Effort (no pull buoy)
200m Easy (with pull buoy)
(5 sec rest after each 25, 30sec rest between 200s)
• Take 4 min total rest betwen each set (no swimming)
• Repeat the above as indicated

Notes
BIKE: Make each effort ALL OUT against VERY HIGH
resistance! The cadence should be low (40-50 rpm per leg
per minute) because you can’t push any harder because
the resistance is so high! We are aiming for rubbery legs.

You can also do this interval set on a steep hill, seated on
your bike.

RUN (Progressive Paced)
20min easy
10min moderate
10min mod-hard
10min hard
10min easy

SWIM: Adding a strength elelment to this swim. So we work
hard/fast at the start and then focus on a comfortably
uncomfortable longer effort on tired arms.
RUN: A progressive run that builds triathlon specific
strength/speed work.

400 mod hard with pull buoy + paddles

Week 5
Week 6
Week 7

17-Aug-2021

4x 100m easy cool down
Full Session

Full Session

24-Aug-2021

Full Session

Full Session

31-Aug-2021

Full Session

Full Session

BIKE

OFF

15min easy w/u

WEDNESDAY

Week 5
Week 6
Week 7

Main Set
20min moderate
20min mod-hard
20min hard

18-Aug-2021

15min easy
Main set as; 15min Mod, 15min ModHard, 10min Hard

25-Aug-2021

Full Session

1-Sep-2021

Full Session

BIKE: The week’s only high- intensity session on the bike.
When it says ride Hard– make it count!!! This is your only
opportunity all week to push a hard effort. You can ride this
on a stationary or on the road/trail. You want a section of
road/ non tech trail that you can push continuosly for the full
effort.
Even if on road or gravel path I recommend doing this on
your mountain bike.

THURSDAY

SWIM
50x50m, swum as:
• First 5 easy w/u
• Last 5 easy c/d
• The rest ALL SAME SPLIT (meaning: Start
easy and hold the same pace for each)
• Maximum SUSTAINABLE pace
• NEVER burning lungs
• Aiming for DEAD ARMS
• Using small paddles+pb
• 10sec rest after reach 50

RUN (Hill Repeats + Fast)
Find a 70-100 meter hill
10-15min easy w/u
Main Set: 10x 30sec Hill Repeats
- easy jog back down recovery
After the 10th Hill rep complete 5min fast running on flat
terrain.
10min easy c/d

Week 5
Week 6
Week 7

19-Aug-2021

Full Session

1x Main Set

26-Aug-2021

Full Session

2x Main Set

2-Sep-2021

Full Session

2x Main Set

SWIM
Warm up
200 Easy
2x100 Easy / Mod
2x 50 First 10 strokes solid then easy

OFF

Main Set: with paddles and pull buoy

FRIDAY

3x
[50 fast / 25 easy, 10sec rest
75 fast / 25 easy, 10sec rest
100 fast / 25 easy, 10sec rest]
+ 400 easy pull buoy (no paddles)
Repeat the above twice.

Week 5
Week 6
Week 7

20-Aug-2021

100 Easy with buoy (no paddles)
2x main set

27-Aug-2021

2x main set

3-Sep-2021

3x main set

SWIM: This steady aerobic set simulates a long swim effort,
but gives you a little time to recover your stroke between
each 50m effort. Same aerobic benefit as a straight swim!
Make sure you do not “hammer” this set and follow
instruction – you want tired arms and not tired lungs! Don't
aim to destroy yourself aerobically on these!! The point is to
swim steady, not to set best times -- but to hold the best
time that is sustainable for ALL of these, for the entire set!!!
So the LAST 50m should be the same pace as the FIRST!!!
RUN: A strength speed workout on a shortish steep hill. Go
fast but in control. Focus on eyes up hill. After the 10th rep
we go a FAST flat 5min effort. (2.5 minutes out and back to
be back at the hill for the second set).

SWIM: We apply a stronger emphasis on swim training
than other approaches. Because fatigue that you carry out
of the water compounds during the day, we aim to get you
exiting the water less fatigued, so that you carry less fatigue
onto the bike and from there onto the run. Keep up the
consistency and be diligent about your swim training!

MTB ENDURANCE SESSION BRICK

SATURDAY

Week 5
Week 6
Week 7

RUN OFF THE BIKE (see below)
ROTB 10min easy / 10min fast / 10min easy

28-Aug-2021

ROTB 20min of 30sec fast / 30sec easy

4-Sep-2021

ROTB 10min easy / 10min fast / 10min easy

Week 5

22-Aug-2021

Week 6

29-Aug-2021

Week 7

2-3 hours with the last 30min HARD

21-Aug-2021

SUNDAY

5-Sep-2021

REST

BIKE: We keep the easy long bike but add the last 30min
HARD on tired legs. This tagest our strength endurance at
the end of the ride.
RUN OFF THE BIKE: We alternate faster than race effort
blocks of 10mins with our fast / easy running which breaks
up the vicsosity in the legs.

LONG RUN
(see below)
15min easy
10x 5min moderate / 1min easy
15min easy
2 hours (1hr 45 easy, 15min fast)

SWIM (Optional Recovery Swim)
20x 100 easy with pull buoy + paddles
As above

30min easy
10x 5min moderate / 1min easy
15min easy

As above

RUN: Triathlon specific strength and endurance long runs.

As above
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Starting 6-Sep-2021

EnduranceSpecific Whistler X TRI 8 Week Plan

Training Week
MONDAY
Week 1

6-Sep-2021

TUESDAY
Week 1

7-Sep-2021

first workout (preferably am)
BIKE

second/third workout (preferably noon/pm)

Notes

OFF

BIKE: Race week. Today we go easy.

RUN

SWIM: Easy swim

40x 50m easy with pull buoy + paddles or easy 30min
open water swim with paddles.
(no need for pull buoy if swimming open water in
wetsuit).
Full Session

40min easy run

RUN: Easy Run

BIKE + RUN BRICK

OFF

BRICK: Pre race bike + run brick to 'wake up' the bodies
systems after a couple of easy days.

SWIM

RUN

Pool or Open Water

30min easy run

SWIM: Race prep swim. We go out solid and adjust to a
moderate effort before an easy recovery portion and going
again. A great race prep session.

60min easy ride
Full Session
SWIM

Full Session

15min easy w/u

WEDNESDAY

3x 5min @ race effort with 10min easy between
RUN OFF THE BIKE

Week 8

8-Sep-2021

THURSDAY

5min easy then 5x 90sec fast / 1min easy
5min easy
As above

5-10min easy
2x 3min Hard / 3min Mod / 3min easy
- each 9mins is swum continuously with 1min rest
(treading water between sets)

RUN: Easy run

Last 3mins can be easy c/d

Week 8

9-Sep-2021

As above

As Above

REST DAY

REST

FRIDAY
Week 8

11-Sep-2021

SUNDAY
Week 8

Today is the day to have all your gear fully prepared and
ready to go if you havent already

10-Sep-2021

SATURDAY
Week 8

PRE RACE FULL REST DAY

PRE RACE BRICK

REST

SWIM 20min easy
BIKE 40min easy
RUN 20min easy
As above

As above

RACE DAY

PRE RACE BRICK: This is a very easy brick just to get the
body moving after a rest day. Maintain focus on form in
each discipline.

Race day... Time to have some FUN. you've done the work,
focus on the day.

12-Sep-2021
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